
How to create "Podcasts" on Spotify 

                                                                        

As a podcaster I want my music shows to be available on as many platforms and available to 
as many podcast apps as possible.  The obvious places like Apple, Google, TuneIn and 
Amazon use my RSS feed to make the show available on their platforms.  In addition I 
upload my podcast to Mixcloud and Hearthis.at and I even make a video version for 
YouTube. 

When Spotify allowed my podcast to be part of their platform it was the same process.... 
until one day I noticed my podcast had gone. I checked other similar podcasts and they were 
also gone.  Why?  I still have no idea.  I assume it was down to the fact that Spotify had no 
control over the digital rights issues.  Most of the tracks I play in my shows are not on 
Spotify so how do they pay the royalties?  Considering Mixcloud states up front that their 
“platform ensures artists get paid when their tracks get played”, you would have thought 
Spotify would have been able to do the same, but instead they just canned all their 
podcasts. 

Imagine my surprise a couple of weeks ago when I found out that Mike Warner had 
discovered that he can add previously uploaded Spotify tracks to his own podcast!  Using 
Anchor.fm as his podcasting tool of choice he has been able to build a podcast from his own 
words and pre-uploaded music from the entire Spotify catalogue.  Because the tacks are 
pre-uploaded the digital rights are already assigned. It doesn't matter to the artist when the 
track is a single-play, part of a playlist (something Mike is especially passionate about) or 
compiled into a show - a play is a play, and ultimately (if it gets played enough) revenue. 

Now I've not been a fan of Spotify in the past because the revenue on Spotify plays for the 
artist is very small.  But since I got access to premium membership last Christmas I have 
become a bit of a convert and find myself hooked. Sure it's still not the best deal for the 
artist but if I really want to buy the music outright I will use Bandcamp - especially on one of 
their fee-free-Fridays when the artist gets 100% of the revenue. 

So I decided to see if I could create my own show as a companion to my podcasts at 
petecogle.com. I specifically use the word “show” not “podcast” in this respect because a 
podcast is defined by Wikipedia as “an episodic series of spoken word digital audio files that 
a user can download to a personal device for easy listening” and as a first generation 
podcaster that means there must be an RSS feed.  

 

By Pete Cogle                           

 

https://podcasts.apple.com/
https://podcasts.google.com/
https://tunein.com/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/music/lp/podcasts
https://www.mixcloud.com/
https://hearthis.at/
https://www.youtube.com/
https://podcasters.spotify.com/
https://workhardplaylisthard.com/
https://anchor.fm/
https://bandcamp.com/
http://petecogle.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Podcast


Although Anchor.fm will help you create and distribute podcasts to other platforms, the 
deal with Spotify means that the music tracks will not be available on other platforms if the 
tracks have been sourced from Spotify. Of course you can download the episode using the 
mobile Spotify App. But there’s no RSS feed, and that does offend some podcasters. 

Nevertheless the opportunity to play tracks that I have never been able to play before on 
my podcasts was compelling, so I’ve created Now Hear This (NHT)which will be a companion 
to (but not a replacement for) my podcasts. 

The process is quite simple. Firstly I created an account on Anchor.fm. Once you have setup 
the show information you can create an episode. 

 

 

 

You can record straight into the browser if you want to. I tried this, but decided that the 
audio tracks lacked the necessary noise reduction, compression and amplification. 

 

https://open.spotify.com/show/1NY5CJSN7ebZPsmPi6WDrK


I recorded the links in my usual too Audacity and then exported them as audio files which I 
then uploaded. 

 

 

Each of the files I uploaded is stored in your Library which you can then drag and drop into 
the episode section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.audacityteam.org/


 

 

Similarly in the Music section tracks from Spotify you can drag and drop into the episode. 

Once you have completed assembling the tracks you just click on Save Episode and fill in the 

podcast information and Submit Episode for Review.  

That’s It!  Now just wait for the confirmation email from Ancor.fm and tell you friends to 

listen!  

Time will tell how I progress with this but I’m impressed with the ease of creation and 

distribution. Considering I do everything by hand for my other shows, this is very easy. I will 

no doubt have some fun creating the shows and I hope more people will be exposed to the 

music I love. 

Pete Cogle 

October 2020 

 

  



Update 17th December 2020 

Sadly my 6th episode of my music show was rejected by Anchor.fm for not meeting their 

guidelines, which they suggest were 75% talk and 25% music.  Obviously a music podcast is 

not going to be that ratio and despite my appeal I’m not going to be able to submit the 

show in my chosen format anymore. To me, that is creative control by Anchor.fm, which I 

don’t agree with, so I’m now uploading the show to Mixcloud, who also handle copyright 

and revenue automatically.  Obviously, if your show is 75% speech or more then you can 

continue with the Anchor.fm approach. 

http://mixcloud.com/

